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Present time is characterized by very rapid acceleration of knowledge in every field of human. Observation 
and real evaluation of the achieved results is many times very hard. From this point of view I would like to 
appreciate the authors of this book monograph for effort to bring and summarize the advances on the field 
of research touching respiratory diseases in children. 
 
The book is divided to seven chapters: 
 
1. Current Challenges and Perspectives in Bronchial Asthma Therapy; Author: M. Jeseňák 

In this main and largest chapter of the book, current knowledge and perspectives in the field of 
pathophysiology of the pediatric asthma are presented. Author declared amount of newest data and 
information about an essential role of immunologic inflammation in the initiation, development and 
persistence of bronchial asthma. In the form of comprehensive review, current and also future 
therapeutic possibilities are presented targeting the achievement of better quality of life of children 
suffering from bronchial asthma. 

 
2. Therapeutic Use of Nitric Oxide Synthase Inhibitors  in Respiratory diseases with Bronchial 

Hyperreactivity; Authors: Antosova & Mokry 
This chapter is bringing the experimental results on pathophysiology of animal models on bronchial 
hyperreactivity (BHR) and newer possibilities aimed to influence the production of exhaled NO for 
controlling the cellular inflammation in in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. According to the results of the 
authors, the therapeutic inhibition of NO could present an interesting and exciting mode of bronchial 
asthma treatment.  

 
3. Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease and Bronchial Asthma in Children- Current Therapeutic Approach; 

Authors: Havličekova, Jesenak, Szepeova, & Banovčin. 
It was very rationale to include also the chapter on the never-ending dilemma about the connection 
between bronchial asthma and gastroesophageal reflux in children. Authors critically evaluated this 
relationship and presented the possible strategy and therapeutic approach to these patients.  

 
4. Acute Cough Related to Upper Airway Diseases in Children. Underestanding of Mechanisms and 

Therapeutical  Implications; Authors: Plevkova 
“Cough and Kiss never conceal,” but with very different consequence. Many time is cough a big 
pediatric care challenge. Cough is a main clinical sign in many respiratory disorders. There were many 
efforts differentiate a characterized the cough for the clinical purposes. Author discuss experimental 
results an possibilities how it can be resolved. 

 
5. Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia - Current Therapeutic Approaches; Authors: Ďurdík & Bánovčin. 

This chapter is targeting the pathophysiology and genetic background of this many times 
underdiagnosed chronic severe chest disease. In the final part, authors comprehensively discuss current 
therapeutic possibilities an expected newer protector modalities. 

 
6. Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome in children - The Recent View  on The Treatment; Authors: 

Šujanská, Ďurdík, Jeseňák, Bánovčin, Robasco, Vitelli, Pietropaoli, & Villa (Cooperation between the 
Sleep Medicine Centers in  Martin and Rome) 
OSAS is a very dangerous and many times horrible life threatening situation in young children. Authors 
discussed pathophysiology of OSAS, diagnostic procedures, monitoring of suffered children and complex 



therapeutic methods. 
 

7. Animal Models to Assess the Efficacy and Safety of Chest physiotherapy Techniques for Critically Ill 
Patients; Authors: Comaru, Marti, & Li Bassi. 
The authors discussed chest physioterapeuticat technics in animal models mitigating respiratory 
critically ill patients with large mucus production. Authors correlate and discus experiences from their 
own research and compare the achieved results with literature. Because a lot of discussed chest 
physiotherapies were developed before decades of years, authors are trying to develop the new 
methods to support the mucus clearance in patients. 

 
Finally, I could only strongly recommend this book to every pediatrician, because it brings a lot of current 
and interesting information and data in the context of possible future therapeutic strategies in the 
respiratory medicine. It can be used not only for pediatricians, but also in the practice of each physician 
which is taking care about the patients with different respiratory diseases and pathologies.  
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